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Developing A Background Screening Program
by Scott Paler, DeWitt Ross & Stevens

In the May, 2010 Legal Briefs, Stephen DiTullio authored an
article about the value of conducting background checks on job
applicants. Many readers have expressed interest in learning more
about developing a background screening program.
Begin by preparing a written background screening policy. The
written policy should address, as discussed in more detail below, (i)
which individuals will be subjected to background checks, and (ii)
the types of checks to be employed, as well as (iii) what, and how,
background information will be considered, and (iv) compliance
with all applicable laws. A written policy is important to ensure
that there is a clear understanding
by your staff as to how to utilize
background checks, and to document
the propriety and consistency of your
background checks if there is a court
challenge.

“

Decide how to do your background checks. Your staff may conduct
background checks through readily available sources such as the
Wisconsin Circuit Court Access Program (CCAP), which provides
criminal history information for offenses prosecuted in Wisconsin,
by contacting educational institutions, former employers and
references, and by internet searches of data bases maintained by
licensing and regulatory agencies.
Many employers find that it’s more thorough, cost effective, and
efficient to use a third-party background screening company.
Identify a suitable screening provider
by interviewing several and asking
questions on key issues such as their
(1) service options, (2) turnaround
times, (3) costs, and (4) legal
compliance efforts. To supplement
referrals from your professional
colleagues who already conduct
background checks, check out the
website for the National Association
of Professional Background Screeners
(NAPBS),which contains a directory of providers.

Most employers choose to
conduct at least education
verifications, employment
verifications, and criminal
history searches.

Decide who should be subjected
to background screening checks.
For example, you might conduct
background checks on (i) all job
applicants, (ii) only job applicants
seeking positions of trust (i.e., handling money and confidential
information), or (iii) only applicants who will have contact with
the public. The key is to ensure that you have a rational, objective
basis for whatever group of applicants you select. This will help
to avoid accusations that you unfairly target certain applicants for
discriminatory reasons such as race or national origin.
Decide the types of background checks to run. Most employers
choose to conduct at least education verifications, employment
verifications, and criminal history searches.

Limit what, and how, background information will be considered.
For example, under Wisconsin law, an employer may only take
employment action based upon a conviction that is substantially
related to the job. Ignore records of arrest where the person was
not subsequently convicted, and only consider criminal history
information that pertains to the job. For example, a felony drunk
driving conviction is likely substantially related to the duties of
a large animal veterinarian who is regularly driving to farm calls.
However, it may not be relevant to the duties of a small animal
veterinarian who sees patients only during regular business hours at
the clinic.
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Include all state and federal legally mandated forms and notices.
In Wisconsin, using your staff to perform a background check
would not require you to provide notice to the applicant either of
your intent to do a background check or of your reliance on the
information to decline employment. However, if you use a thirdparty background screener, the consent of the applicant is required,
and you must notify the applicant if you are considering, and if
you decide, not to offer employment based on the results of the
background screen. The federal Fair Credit Reporting Act provides
specific rules on what information must be conveyed. If an
applicant resides in a state other than Wisconsin at the time of the
application, you may also need to abide by the laws of that state.
For good reason, employers are increasingly relying upon
background checks to help eliminate bad job applicants. Adopting
and following a background screening policy that is customized to
your practice will enhance its value. Assuring that your policy is
legally compliant is critical.

